
ROMAN SOCIETY

HUGH LAST AND DONALD ATKINSON FUNDS

Applications for grants are invited for financial assistance towards the
undertaking, completion or publication of work that relates to any of the
general scholarly purposes of the Roman Society, which are to promote the
study of the history, archaeology, literature and art of Italy and the Roman
Empire, from the earliest times down to about A.D. 700. Normally this
assistance will be given to applicants of post-doctoral status or the
equivalent. Grants will not normally be made towards expenses incurred
in the preparation of a doctoral or similar thesis.

Applications, together with two references, should be made before 15
January and sent to the Secretary, Roman Society, 31-34 Gordon Square,
London WC1H OPP. It is the responsibility of applicants to arrange for
their references to reach the Society by the same date. Further particulars
may be obtained from the Secretary.

HELLENIC AND ROMAN SOCIETIES

SLIDES COLLECTION

The Slides Collection contains over 6,500 coloured 35 mm slides covering a wide variety
of subjects, including sites on the Greek mainland, the Greek islands, Cyprus, Rome, Italy
and the Roman Empire, Etruscan tomb paintings, Greek vases, Roman frescoes and
mosaics, the Roman army, and Roman Britain. Slides of artefacts form a large part of the
collection and include bronzes, jewellery and vases as well as maps, plans, models and
reconstructions. A detailed subject index is available. A new catalogue of the Greek
slides is available at £8.00; a similar catalogue of the Roman slides is in the course of
preparation.

Individual slides, sets and filmstrips with notes may be hired by members. Filmstrips
are also available for sale to members and non-members. Details of current charges may
be obtained from the Keeper of Slides.
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The Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies
31-34 Gordon Square, London WC1H OPP

President: Professor E.W. Handley, CBE, FBA, Hon. RA

The Society was founded in 1879 to advance the study of Greek language, literature, history and art. It
maintains conjointly with the Society for the Promotion or Roman Studies, and in association with the Institute
of Classical Studies of the University of London a Library of works on classical antiquity and a collection of
slides. Books and slides can be sent to Members by post; enquiries should be addressed to the Librarian at the
above address.

Four lecture meetings are held in London each year and there are joint meetings with the Classical Association
in various parts of the country.

Subscribers receive the Society's two annual publications: The Journal of Hellenic Studies, one of the foremost
British periodicals in the field of Greek scholarship, containing articles, notes and book reviews, and
Archaeological Reports, a fully illustrated account of new discoveries in Greece and Greek lands. Both periodicals
are on sale to the general public.

In 1994 subscription rates will be: full members £27 (US $60), student associates £15, corporate members £150,
libraries £41 (US $90) (Library rates include postage). Life-membership is available for £135 to those over 65
years of age, after 5 years' membership. There is no entrance fee.

Applications for membership or enquiries about the Society should be addressed to the
Secretary. Telephone: 071-387 7495.

The Classical Association
The main aims of the Classical Association are to promote and sustain interest in classical studies, to maintain
their rightful position in universities and schools, and to give scholars and teachers opportunities of meeting
and discussing their problems. It organizes an annual conference, lasting four or five days, in a university
centre, and sponsors some thirty branches, most of which hold Greek and Latin Reading Competitions for
Schools. Its activities are fully reported in its annual Proceedings, issued free to all members.

The present membership of the Association is just under 4,000. Membership is open both to individuals and
to institutions at an annual subscription of £3; life composition for individual members, £63. Members may
obtain the Classical Review and Classical Quarterly at reduced prices (Review £13, Quarterly £14; combined
subscription, £24). Greece and Rome may also be obtained througn the Association for an annual subscription
of £11. Applications for membership and subscriptions for the journals (which should normally be received by
31 January in each year) should be addressed to the Treasurer, Mr R. Wallace, Dept of Classics, University of
Keele, Keele, Staffs. ST5 5BG.

The Association can also supply copies of the Index to the First Series of the Classical Review (price £1.50, post
free) and of the last issue of The Year's Work in Classical Studies, covering the years 1945-7 (price £1, post free).
These publications and details of the various occasional publications of the Association are obtainable from the
Treasurer. Inquiries should be sent to the Joint Secretary, Dr Malcolm Schofield, St John's College, Cambridge
CB2 1TP.

Binding for the Journal of Roman Studies
Green Street Bindery, Green Street, Oxford OX4 1YB, will undertake to bind volumes in brown buckram, laced
on boards, with title and year lettered in gold on spine to match the former standard binding, at an approximate
cost of £24.25 per volume (wrappers and advertisements removed or bound in at customers request). No extra
charge for two volumes bound together. Postage chargeable extra.

Journal of Roman Studies
Back issues are available from Kraus Reprint and Periodicals, Route 100, Millwood, NY 10546, USA.

Vols 1-64, London, 1911-74, Gen. Ind. 1-20 (in vol. 20) and Gen. Ind. 21-40. Partly orig. ed.
Paper $3250.00

Please also inquire for detailed leaflets and catalogues concerning further titles dealing with Roman and
Hellenic Studies.
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CAMBRIDGE

ROMAN LITERATURE AND
ITS CONTEXTS
This series is designed to encourage
readers of Latin texts to sharpen their
readings by placing them in broader
and better defined contexts, and to
encourage other classicists to explore
the general or particular implications
of their work for readers of Latin texts.

The Arts of Love
DUNCAN F. KENNEDY
An examination of the love elegies of
the Roman poets Tibullus, Propertius
and Ovid from the point of view of
the way the meanings attributed to the
poems arise out of the interests and
preoccupations of the cultural
situation in which they are read.
£27.95 net HB 0 521 40422 3
£8.95 net PB 0 521 40767 2
128 pp.
Roman Literature and its Contexts

The Epic Successors
of Virgil
PHILIP HARDIE

A critically sophisticated introduction
to the epic tradition of the early
Roman empire, specifically the epic
poems of Ovid, Lucan, Statius,
Valerius Flaccus, and Silius Italicus.
£27.95 net HB 0 521 41542 X
£8.95 net PB 0 521 42562 X
144 pp.
Roman Literature and its Contexts

Redeeming The Text
CHARLES MARTINDALE

Charles Martindale applies some of
the procedures of modern critical
theory to the interpretation of Latin
poetry, arguing that the meaning of a
text necessarily involves the process of
'reception'.
£27.95 net HB 0 52141717 1
£8.95 net PB 0 52142719 3
128 pp.
Roman Literature and its Contexts

Graecia Capta
The Landscapes of Roman Greece
SUSAN ALCOCK
This book examines the impact of the
Roman conquest of Greece from the
point of view of the majority of Greek
provincials, tracing social and
economic developments from
approximately 200 BC to AD 200.
£40.00 net HB 0 52140109 7
336 pp. 80 illustrations 10 tables

The Politics of Immorality
in Ancient Rome
CATHARINE EDWARDS

This book is concerned not with the
question of how immoral the ancient
Romans were but why the literature
they produced is so preoccupied with
immorality.
£35.00 net HB 0 521 40083 X
242 pp.

CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY PRESS

The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge CB2 2RU
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The Roman
Near East,
31BC-AD337
Fergus Millar

From Augustus to Constantine, the
Roman Empire in the Near East
expanded step by step, southward to
the Red Sea and eastward across the
Euphrates to the Tigris. In a
remarkable work of interpretive
history, Fergus Millar shows us this
world as it was forged into the Roman
provinces of Syriaj Judaea, Arabia,
and Mesopotamia. The Roman Near
East makes it possible to see rabbinic
Judaism, early Christianity, and
eventually the origins of Islam against
the matrix of societies in which they
were formed. Millar's evidence
permits us to assess whether the Near
East is best seen as a regional variant
of Graeco-Roman culture or as in
some true sense oriental.

Fergus Millar is Camden Professor
of Ancient History at the University of
Oxford.

Promised
Verse
POETS IN THE SOCIETY OF
AUGUSTAN ROME

Peter White

Peter White takes a close look at the
relationship between the Augustan
poets and the men of wealth and
status who befriended them - and
rewarded their literary efforts with
money, gifts, and the benefits of
illustrious connection. These ties -
between, for instance, Horace and
Maecenas - appear as part of an
elaborate system of social
conventions, a system of mutual
advantage to poet and patron.

Peter White is Professor of Classics
at the University of Chicago.

The Roman Near
East 31 BC-AD 337
November 1993

6% x DM 12 maps 624 pp.

ISBNM74-77W5-5 £35.95

Promised Verse
December 1993

6>/s x 9'/4 4 tables 384 pp.

ISBN M74-71525-X £35.95

Harvard
University
Press
14 Bloomsbury Square
London WC1A2LP

Martial
Epigrams
Edited and Translated by
D. R. Shackleton Bailey

It was to celebrate the opening of the
Roman Colosseum in AD 80 that
Martial published his first book of
poems, "On the Spectacles". Written
with satiric wit and a talent for the
memorable phrase, the poems in this
collection record the broad spectacle
of shows in the new arena. The great
Latin epigrammist's twelve
subsequent books, all of them
translated in this new Loeb edition,
capture the spirit of Roman life. His
pen brings into crisp relief a wide

variety of scenes and events: the
theater and public games, life in the
countryside, a rich debauchee's
banquet, lions in the amphitheater,
and the eruption of Vesuvius.

D. R. Shackleton Bailey now gives
us, in three volumes, a reliable
modern translation of Martial's often
difficult Latin, eliminating many
misunderstandings in previous
versions. The text is mainly that of his
highly praised Teubner edition of
1990 ("greatly superior to its
predecessors," R. G. M. Nisbet wrote
in The Classical Review). These three
volumes replace the earlier Loeb
Classical Library edition with
translation by Walter C. A. Ker (1919).

D. R. Shackleton Bailey is Pope
Professor of Latin Language and
Literature Emeritus, Harvard
University.

Loeb Classical Library,

Series nos 94. 95, 480

January 1994 iV» x 6%

416 pp. each volume

VOLUME I:
ISBNM74-99S5W

(194) £11.50

VOLUME II:
ISBN 0474-99556-2

(195) £11.50

VOLUME HI:
ISBN 0474-99529-5
(L4M) £11.50

NEW LOEB CLASSICAL LIBRARY
CATALOGUES AVAILABLE ON
REQUEST

CLASSICAL
LIBRARY
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QXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

AVAILABLE NOW FROM BOOKSHOPS

Women in Late Antiquity
Pagan and Christian Life-styles
GILLIAN CLARK
Gillian Clark provides a fascinating introduction to
women's lives in the centuries when Christianity became
the dominant religion. Law, medicine, and domestic life
are the background for general, and still influential,
theories about the nature of women.

0 19 814675 2, 178 pages, 4 pp halftone plates,
Clarendon Press £22.50

The Gods in Epic
Poets and Critics of the
Classical Tradition
D. C. FEENEY
1splendid book . . . indispensable'
Classical Review

In the first book to discuss the role of the gods across the
entire classical literary tradition, Professor Feeney draws
upon the writings of the ancient critics, to look in detail
at the work of the poets themselves.

0 19 814938 7, 462 pages, Clarendon Paperbacks £17.95

Markets and Fairs in
Roman Italy
Their Importance from the Second
Century BC to the Third Century
JOAN M. FRAYN
Using evidence from archaeology, inscriptions, and
literary sources, this book builds up a detailed and
enlivening picture of stalls and stall holders, profiteering,
and price control in ancient Italy.

0 19 814799 6, 192 pages, halftones, line figures,
Clarendon Press £25.00

The Fragmentary Latin Poets
Edited with a Commentary by
EDWARD COURTNEY
This book provides a revised text of those Roman poets
known to us only in fragments from quotations, with
commentary. Some writers not usually included in this
corpus are here covered, e.g. the minor works of Ennius.

0 19 814775 9, 530 pages, Clarendon Press £55.00

The Limits of Empire
The Roman Army in the East
Revised Edition
BENJAMIN ISAAC
'magnificient. . . Students ignore it at their peril*
Times Literary Supplement

'a major revisionist study . . . will force all students to
rethink long-held assumptions*
Journal of Roman Archaeology

0 19 814952 2, 536 pages, 13 figures, 5 maps,
paper covers, Clarendon Press £19.95

Roman Marriage
Iusti Coniuges from the Time
of Cicero to the Time of Ulpian
SUSAN TREGGIARI
'indispensable' Choice

'brilliant book, immensely detailed, well organised, and
always accessible' Times Literary Supplement

0 19 814939 5, 594 pages, Clarendon Paperbacks £19.95

Latin Literature from Seneca
to Juvenal
A Critical Study
G. O. HUTCHINSON
A close and wide-ranging treatment of a period in Latin
literature which is beginning to arouse considerable new
interest. All Latin in the book is translated.

0 19 814690 6, 382 pages, Clarendon Press £40.00

These books are available now through booksellers. In case of difficulty, or for more details please write
to Rosalind Loten, Oxford University Press, Walton Street, Oxford, OX2 6DP.
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EMPIRE TO
COMMONWEALTH
Consequences of
Monotheism in Late
Antiquity
GARTH FOWDEN

In this bold approach to late antiquity,
Garth Fowden shows how powerful
beliefs in One God were used to
justify "world empires.'1 It was
tensions between orthodoxy and
heresy that broke the empires of
Byzantium and Baghdad into the
more pluralistic commonwealths of
Eastern Christendom and Islam.
With rare breadth of vision, Fowden
traces this transition from empire
to commonwealth.

"From its first page
to its bibliography,
Empire to Common-
wealth places the
reader at the crossroads
of the best that can be had
on ancient history, Christianity,
and early Islamic history."
—Peter Brown
Cloth: $17.95 ISBN 0-691-06989-1

THE SORROWS
OF THE
ANCIENT
ROMANS
The Gladiator and
the Monster
CARLIN A. BARTON

This inquiry into the collective psychology of the
ancient Romans speaks not about military conquest,
sober law, and practical politics but about extremes of
despair, desire, and envy. Carlin Barton introduces
readers to a society struggling at or beyond the limits
of human endurance.

'This daring book should be guaranteed a
wide range of responses. The author has adopted
a novel, experimental approach to a new area of
historical Investigation. What Is more, Sorrows of
the Ancient Romans is, quite simply, a good
read."—B.D. Shaw, University of Lethbridge
Cloth: $24.95 ISBN 0-691 -05696-X

PRIVATE LIVES,
IMPERIAL VIRTUES
The Frieze of the Forum
Transitorium in Rome
EVE D'AMBRA

The depiction of the myth of Arachne is
a subject without parallel for the

frieze of a state monument
such as Rome's Forum

Transitorium, built by
Domitian in the first

century A.D.
In this new

interpretation
of the frieze,
Eve D'Ambra

proposes that
the portrayal
of Arachne
flanked by
obedient

women who spin and weave is
presented as a moralizing
exemplunr. rather than unfolding in
a continuous narrative, the myth is
reduced to a series of emblems
that provide both a cautionary tale
and models of domestic virtue.

'This is a significant
contribution to the field...
full of interesting ideas."
—Miranda Marvin
90 halftones.
Cloth: $35.00 ISBN 0-691-04097-4

TACITUS
ANDTHE

TACITEAN
TRADITION

EDITED BYT. j . LUCE
AND A. J. WOODMAN

In this volume distinguished scholars from both
sides of the Atlantic explore the work of Tacitus in its
historical and literary context and also show how his
text was interpreted in the sixteenth through eighteenth
centuries. The volume is dedicated to the memory of
the great Tacitean scholar Sir Ronald Syme.
Uagie Classical Publications
Cloth: $45.00 ISBN 0-691-06988-3

ORDER FROM YOUR BOOKSELLER OR FROM

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS
C/O JOHN WILEY & SONS, 1 OLDLANDS WAY, BOGNOR REGIS, WEST SUSSEX, PO22 9SA

1445 LOWER FERRY RD., EWING, NJ 08618 U.S.A.
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ROMAN CLASSICS
FROM ROUTLEDGE

The Mediterranean 'World
in Late Antiquity
AD395-600
Averil Cameron
Provides both a detailed introduction to die
exciting period of'late antiquity' and a direct
challenge to conventional views of the end
of die Empire. An essential textbook for
teachers and students of both ancient and
medieval history.
Routledge History of the Ancient
WaM Series
September 1993: 216x138: 264pp:
ilks. 5 maps and 12 b&w photographs.
Hb: 0415-01420-4: £35.00
Pb: 0-415-01421-2: £10.99
Available as an inspection copy

Being a Roman Citizen
Jane F. Gardner
Examines how the rights and duties of Roman
citizens is private life were affected by certain
basic differences in their formal status.
April 1993:216x138: 256pp
H& 0-415-00154-4: £35.00

Romanum
Politics and Administration
Andrew lintott
A scholarly and comprehensive work, that
goes a considerable way to redefining
conventional conceptions of how the Romans
acquired, kept and controlled their Empire.
May 1993:216*138:272p
Hb: 0-415-01594-4: £35.00
Pb: 0-415-09375-9: £10.99
Available as an inspection copy

Roman Epic
Edited by A.J. Boyle
An examination of the formation and
evolution of Roman epic from its beginnings
in the third century BC to the high Italian
Renaissance, clarifying die literary importance
and political and moral meaning of

April 1993:234x156:34Opp

Hb: 0-415-04230-5: £45.00

A Short History of Roman Law
Olga Tellegen-Couperus
Discusses the way in which Roman jurists
created and developed law, and the way in
which much modern European law is
derived from Roman law.
April 1993: 216x138:192pp:
illus. 4 maps and 1 table
Hb: 0-415-07250-6: £30.00
Pb: 0-415-07251-4: £9.99
Available as an inspection copy

Rome and the Western Greeks,
350BC-AD200
Conquest and Acculturation
in Southern Italy
Kathryn Lomas
Reassesses the role of Magna Graecia in
Roman Italy and illuminates die
mechanisms of Roman control and die
process of acculturation.
September 1993: 216x138: 272pp:
illus. 6 b+w photographs
Hb: 0-415-05022-7: £35.00

New in Paperback
The Emperor Domitian
Brian W. Jones
Jones argues that die real intentions of
Domitian's cultural, economic, religious
and political programme have often not
been fully appreciated. This is the first
biography of the ruler ever to appear
in English.
September 1993:216x138: 304pp
Pb: 0-415-10195-6: £12.99
Hb: 0-415-04229-1: £35.00

The Economy of Roman
Palestine
Ze'ev Safari
Describes the agricultural and agrarian
structure of die province, die pattern of
setdement and trade, depicting an
economy based to a great extent on an
open market.
December 1993: 234x156:496pp:
illus. 60 line drawings
Hb:0-415-10243-X: £55.00

' Inspection copies of paperback texts onb) are available, at our discretion, on 60 days approval to teaching staff

considering course recommendation or adoption. For further information or a Routledge Classical Studies catalogue

please contact: Lloyd Reynolds, Routledge, 11 New Fetter Lane, London EC4P 4EE. TeL 071 583 9855.
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American Philological
Association

Rhetoric and Homiletics in Fourth-
Century Christian Literature
Steven M. Oberhelman
Starting froman examination of prose rhythm
in the works of St. Ambrose and some of his
contemporaries, Oberhelman relates rhythm
to larger issues of interpretation, including
theme, audience, and intention. This book is
a significant contribution to the debate about
the importance of classical literary and rhe-
torical culture to the Western church fa-
thers.
vi +202 pages (1991)
Cloth: $29.95 ($19.95) 1-55540-617-3
Paper: $19.95 ($14-95) 1-55540-618-1

The Poems of Petronius
Edward Courtney
In the first thorough study of Petronius' po-
etry, Courtney edits and annotates poems
from medieval collections and the Satyricon.
He considers content, style, and context as
evidence for authenticity.
vii +77 pages (1991)
Cloth: $20.95 ($13.95) 1-55540-587-8
Paper: $13.95 ($9.95) 1-55540-588-6

Studies on the Text
of Suetonius, De Qrammaticis et
Rhetoribus
R.A. Kaster
These Studies represent the prolegomena to a
new edition of the Degrammaticis etrhetoribus.
Kaster first takes up the transmission of the
text following its rediscovery in the fifteenth
century and refines the analysis of the manu-
script relations presented seventy years ago
by R. P. Robinson. He then applies the re-
sulting revised stemma in critical discussions
of over forty passages in the poorly preserved
text.
ix +164 pages (1992)
Cloth: $29.95 ($19.95) 1-5554O-72O-X
Paper: $19.95 ($14.95) 1-55540-721-8

Cicero Back from Exile
Six Speeches Upon His Return
D.R. Shaddeton Bailey
The speeches in this volume are major soucres
for the history and religion of the late Repub-
lic. The translation presented here is based
on a thorough revision of the text; there are
introductions, notes, two indices, a glossary
and an appendix listing divergences from
Peterson's Oxford text. This volume is in-
tended as an aid to research and for classroom
study of Roman history, Latin literature, and
ancient rhetoric.
xiv + 263 pages (1991)
Cloth: $29.95 ($19.95) 1-55540-626-2
Paper: $19.95 ($14.95) 1-55540-627-0

Two Studies in Roman Nomenclature
D. R. Shackleton Bailey
"It goes without saying that prosopographers
of the late Republic will find these studies
quite indispensable."

—Classical Philology

"This unassuming little book is a classic of its
kind."

—Classical Review

Originally published in 1976, Shackleton
Bailey's studies of wrong or problematic per-
sonal names in Cicero and of adoptive no-
menclature in the Roman Republic are freshly
typeset and reprinted with addenda by the
author.
Code: 40 04 03
114 pages (revised in 1991)
Paper: $29.95 ($19.95) 1-55540-666-1

Scholars Press
800-437-6692 or 404-442-8633
P.O. Box 6996
Alpharetta, OA 30239-6996
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THE CLASSICS BOOKSHOP
3 TURL STREET, OXFORD, 0X13DQ

Telephone/Fax 0865 726466

We have the largest secondhand stock of Latin
and Greek Classics in the U.K. We always have a
wide selection of secondhand and Antiquarian
Classics. Our stock includes texts and
commentaries, translations, general works,
Archaeology, Ancient History, Philosophy and
periodicals.

We issue 3 catalogues a year.

WE ARE ALWAYS KEEN TO BUY CLASSICS
AND RELATED MATERIAL, FROM SINGLE
VOLUMES TO COLLECTIONS IN THE U.K.
& ABROAD.
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CICERO'S
CAESARIAN
SPEECHES
A Stylistic Commentary
by Harold C. Gotoff

"Gotoff's commentary combines
subtle analysis of language with
vigorous historical and political
discussion. It will appeal greatly to
readers at every level of experi-
ence."—Holly W. Montague,
Amherst College
356 pp., $43.95 cloth, $15.35 paper

EMPEROR,
PREFECTS,
AND KINGS
The Roman West, 395-565
by P. S. Barnwell

Examines the development of
imperial and royal government in
the western part of the Roman
Empire and in the early barbarian
kingdoms that were established
within its frontiers—theVisigothic,
Burgundian, Frankish, and Vandal
nations.
256 pp., $49.50

available* THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA PRESS
bookstores j r e v o r Brown Associates, 1st Floor; Dilke House, Mallet Street
or from

LondonWCIE7JA FAX: 71-436-1868
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INSTITUTE OF CLASSICAL STUDIES PUBLICATIONS
Recently published;

Second Supplement to The Red-Figured Vases of Apulia
by A.D. Trendall and Alexander Cambitoglou
(BICS Supplement 60, 3 volumes)
SBN 900587 63 6 Price £90

New titles for 1993-94 include:

Bulletin of the Institute of Classical Studies New Series Volume 1

Monuments Illustrating New Comedy
revised and enlarged by J.R. Green and Axel Seeberg
(BICS Supplement 50,3 vols)

The Samnites of the Fourth Century BC
by G. Schneider-Herrmann (BICS Supplement 61)
Joint publication with the ACCORDIA Research Centre
The Dancing Maenad Reliefs - Continuity and Change in Roman
Copies
by Lori Ann Touchette (BICS Supplement 62)

The Cults ofBoiotia
by Albert Schachter (BICS Supplement 38.3)

All Institute publications may be purchased direct either as counter
sales or by mail order. A list of titles in print including the full contents
of BICS 1-38 and details of pre-publication offers is available post
free from the Publications Office.
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BRITANNIA MONOGRAPHS ISSN 0953-542X

Roman Mosaics in Britain: An Introduction to their
Schemes and a Catalogue of Paintings No. 1
David S. Neal 1981,127 pp., 88 pis, 2 fiches

paperback ISBN 0 907764 14 2 £l 1.50/US $23

Skeleton Green: A Late Iron Age and Romano-British
Site No. 2
Clive Partridge 1981,359 pp., 15 pis, paperback

ISBN 0 907764 00 2 £13/US $26

Wall-Painting in Roman Britain No. 3
Norman Davey and Roger Ling 1982,231 pp., 123 illus.,

1 fiche, paperback ISBN 0 907764 15 0 £15/US $30

Vindolanda: The Latin Writing-Tablets No. 4 out of print

Silchester: Excavations on the Defences
1974-80 No. 5
Michael Fulford 1984,301 pp., 91 figs, paperback

ISBN 0 907764 03 7 £17.5O/US $35

Inchtuthil: The Roman Legionary Fortress —
Excavations 1952-65 No. 6
Lynn F. Pitts and J. K. S. St Joseph

1985, 344 pp., 47 pis, 102 figs,
paperback ISBN 0 907764 05 3 £19/US$38

Baldock: The Excavation of a Roman and Pre-Roman
Settlement, 1968-72 No. 7
I. M. Stead and Valery Rigby

1986, 435 pp., 160 figs, paperback ISBN 0 907764 16 9 £22/US $44

Longthorpe II: The Military Works Depot: an Episode in Landscape History No. 8
G. B. DannellandJ. P. Wild 1987,206 pp., 75 illus., paperback ISBN 0 907764 08 8 £15.75/US$31
Strageath: Excavations within the Roman Fort, 1973-86 No. 9
S.S.FrereandJ.J.Wilkes 1989,360pp.,134figs,40pls,paperback ISBN090776411 8

£26/US$52
The Silchester Amphitheatre: Excavations of 1979-85 No. 10
Michael Fulford 1989,248pp.,84figs,40pls,paperback ISBN 0 907764 12 6

£22/US $44

Research on Roman Britain: 1960-89 No. 11
Edited Malcolm Todd 1989,271 pp., 60 illus., paperback ISBN 0 907764 13 4

£19.50/US$39

JOURNAL OF ROMAN STUDIES MONOGRAPHS ISSN 0951 6549
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Society for the
Promotion of

Roman Studies
The Society is the leading organization in the United Kingdom for those interested in the study
of Rome and the Roman Empire. Its scope is wide, covering Roman history, archaeology,
literature and art down to about A.D. 700. It has a broadly based membership, drawn from over
twenty-five countries and from all ages and walks of life.

The Society supports

• an extensive programme of publication:

two annual publications—the Journal of Roman Studies, which contains articles and
book reviews dealing with the Roman world in general, and Britannia, which has
articles and reviews specifically on Roman Britain

two monograph series—the JRS and Britannia monographs (for further details see back
page)

• a library of over 83,000 volumes and over 520 current periodicals, maintained jointly
with the Hellenic Society and in conjunction with the University of London's Institute
of Classical Studies. It has an international reputation as one of the world's foremost
Classics lending libraries. It also houses a lending collection of over 6,500 slides

• excavations, summer schools, etc. by the annual award of grants

• schools, by the award of grants to help the teaching of all aspects of the Roman world

• a programme of public lectures in London, and others outside London arranged with
local branches of the Classical Association

Membership is open to all; no entrance fee or professional qualification is required. Members
are entitled to:

• receive annually either the JRS or Britannia or both

• receive advance notice of forthcoming monographs at special offer prices

• use the library and borrow the Society's books and slides, either in person or by post,
while living or resident in the UK

• attend the Society *s4ectures, of which a programme is circulated in September

• purchase back issues of the journals at favourable rates (see inside back cover)

Subscription rates

JRS or Britannia
JRS & Britannia

Individuals
& Schools
£25/US$50
£40/US$80

•Students
£15/US$30
£25/US$50

Institutions
£30/US$60
£60/US$120

Non-members
& Booksellers
£36/US$72
£72/US$144

••8

•Student membership is open to students registered at any institution of higher education in any
country.

Life membership is open to individual members of fjye years' standing aged sixty-five or over.

, , • # & : ' • • • " , .

For furthejf'^etahsyvriii^:

The Secretary, Roman Society, 31-34 Gordon'-Squarei WC1H 0PP (Tel. 071-387 8157)

Books for review and all correspondence about bpfrks rriusfqe^erit to«the Librarian, Hellenic and
Roman Societies, 31-34 Gordon Square, tendon WC1H 0PP.
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